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EARTHgUAKKS AND THE INTERIOR OF THE EARTH*

J
N the iiiiith edition of the limyclop^dia /Irilauiina l'rofc5.s„r

Arcliibild Geikie writes :
" Though we cannot hope ever to

have direct acquaintance with more tlian the mere outside skin of
our planet, we may yet be led to infer the irregular distribution
of materials within the crnst from the present distribution of
land and water, and the observed difference in the amoiuit of de-
flection of the plumb-line near the sea and near mountain chains.
The fact that the southern hemisphere is almost wholly covered
with water appears e.\plicable only on the assumption of an
excess of density in the mass of that portion of the planet. The
existence of such a vast sheet of water as that of the I'acific
ocean is to be accounted for, says Archdeacon Pr-tt. by the
presence of some excess of matter in the solid parts of the earth
between the Pacific ocean and the earth's centre, which retains
the water in its place, otherwise the ocean would flow away to
the other parts of the earth. The same writer points out that
a deflection of the plumb-line towards the sea, which has in a
number of cases been observed, indicates that the density of the

• Addre.,. delivered .t Ouawa before the Royal A.lronomical Sociely of Can-
ada, February 27, 1908. Illmtrated by lanlern slide,, diagram, and model..

^SM
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cruMl l«.K„tli the moiiillaiM» must Iw |,s., tllaii tlnit li^lon- lli,
planis, and still \n» than that below the ocean-bed. •

In passing I may mention that my own observations for
Kranlv in the South Sea show an exce.s» of Kravily a, i„dicnte,l
by Archdeacon Pratt.

We shall see later what direct ac<,uuintunce or inforn.ation
at least we have obtained from the interior of the earth.

Vp to is.iil the interior of the earth was considered to Ik n
hot li.inid molten mass, and the reasons therefor seemed very
plausible :- l)i,l not the temperature increase as we ,)enelrate.l
the earth either in mines or in borings

; did not volcanoes kIvc
us ocular proof when they tran.ported the flowing lava frou. the
nilerior

;
and in connection with these, the analysis of these

lavas whether from Vesuvius or Uecla or the Andes or New
Zealand or Japan showed that there was m remarkable un.formitv
ni them, leading to the conclusion that t, .y were ont m the same
cauldron

; then there were the hot-springs found all ,«er the
world, apparently hot because they came from the heated interior >

These reasons seemed so obviously sufficient, that their very
plan.sibility deadened investigation, as has happened will, more
than one phenomenon.

Cold, unrelenting, nncuuiproniising, impartial .ihtmalics
IS not content with plausibility onl>-. In l.SHK Hop„ins of Cam-
bridge attacked the problem, and endeavoured to calculate how
tar the planetary motions of precession and nutation would be
influenced by llie solidity or liciuidity of the earth's interior. He
found that the precessional and nutational movements could not
po.ssibly be as they are if the planet consisted of a central ocean
of molten rock surrounded with a crust of 20 or lifj miles in thick-
ness

:
that the least jjossible thickne.ss of crust consistent with

the existing movements was from SOO to lOUO miles, and that the
whole might even be solid to the centre, with the exception of
comparatively small vesicular spaces with melted rock.

In treating of the interior of the earth we shall do .so under
the following headings : Density

; Figure of the Earth
: Tides

;

Variation of Latitude ; and Earthquakes.
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Dknsitv or Shkcipic GRAviTV.-If wc compare the weJKht
of . < i,l,ic foot of any .ubstatic. with ati e<,ual volume of water
we obtain directly the density or ipecific gravity of the former
n« water » the unit of mea.ure. Now this procew can be followed
for all substances or matter on or near the surface of the earth,
but as we cannot penetrate any distance into the earth we cannot
directly measure the density for such depths, nor weigh the earth
as a whole. However to arrive at the latter several metho<l» are
open to us. Here we n)ay first post date Newton's Law of Cravi
lation, which declares that " any , de of matter attracts an^
other particle with a force inversely -oporlional to the »,,uare of
the distance between them al.d directly to the prdm t of their
masses."

Our first methoil is that of the deflection of the plui.ib-line-
or Mountain Method, first applied by Maskelyne in I -;».> Now
the direction of the plui ib-line i.s the resultant of all forces actiUR
upon the freely suspended bob or ma«. In reality ne ,lo not use
a plumb-line, but nhich amounts to the sai.ie IhinK. we use a
very sensitive .evel which owes its position of e^juiliSrium exactly
to the same causes as does the direction of the pl"nib-line. What
Ma.skelyne did was this, he made a topographic survey of Mt.
Schehallien and its surroundings, a volumetric suriey one may
term it, furthermore he determined what the average density of
the mountain was, this combined with the volume gave him the
mass with which he had to deal outside of the earth itself. Ob-
serving, then, zenith distance.- on the south side of the mountain
and again on the north side of it. it is evident that the two would
differ by twice the amount that the mountain would deflect the
plumb-line from the direction given to it by the attraction of the
earth. We have in this case two forces pitted against each other
both forces subject to the same law, i.e.. of the inverse squares
of the distances and directly as the masses-the unknown quan-
tity iKing the mass of the earth. From these observations the
mean density was found to be 4-.5. Now this is an important

., 'Jk'*i!'u"T'rl'\'
^"'""'"""' -*A»'« "'• • '> ""I '/"..vr,. m,.at StMeialluH by Charles Hutton, F.K.S., 1779.
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From the cii<l of ,i fmc wirt. or Iwlier «till a .|iMri/ fihn-, i,

•lli.|»il<lt-.l Hyiniiirtricillv > rml having nl racli m,\ a ,mall imiil
lie l,.ill. null .,f th- .a,„f ,„;,«. The \\r< .iHtrniii.atU.ii In Ik-

iiuili' i. tht ,<..calli.<l •tor.ional lorflkuiii,' ,>.. ilu- rc»i»Uii«
Ihut 111.; niire offtr. I<> iKillt! lvvi»U>l. Thin i, .l„i,c l,y KlvillK
Ihe lialU a aiimll rolatioliol motion and olwcrviim >ln' lime of llif ir

xviiiK l'.uk»anl ami forwar.l, twi^tinu aii.l HnlniHlinn llio niw.
The api.lity Willi wliidi osoillationn lakf place is ,le|v.iilcm
lllmil the fibre, the urealer ili resistence to tomion Ihe «hortel
will I); the |.eri(Kl. HaviiiK the ciwfricieiH ilelermiiiicl. ii„. next
»tei> i« to measure the twist or torsion priHliiced l.y plaiiiiu larue
metallic spheres of known mas. on op|«,site siiles of the small
lialls, and at Kiveii distaiioe» fiom them. Hy the law of ^ravi
lalioii the hall and sphere will api.roadi each other, ami the force
which is exerted is measured by the amount of torsion of the
fibre, and as its coefficient is known the force can Ik.- expressed
ill the ordinary units. Xow the force of Ih- earth is known, ;V

,

«-e know the acceleration to \k .12 feet |)er second \Kr second, or
1178(11) dynes, or we may express the force by sayiim that the
pull of the earth on Ihe sm.ill ball is, of course, its weight.

We also know the earths radius or volume, hence its mess
by coinparis.).! with the mass of those attrnctinR si)lures. As
mass is the pro<luct of volume into density, we finally obtain the
density of the earth, that is, the mean density

. Recent determ-
inations by this method jjive the density as ."i ."iJ7.

Now what have we learned from these various determinations
of the density of the earth ? We have fouiul that the mean or
average density is almut five and n half, i.r.. the matter of t'

earth is volume for volume compared with water l>etweeii fi .

and six times as heavy as water. I leavy is rather an inaccura .

expression, as it implies a force, a pull
; lietter to say, five or six

times as dense as water. .Mass is indeiiendcnt of force, weight
is not.

We have learned soniethiiiK of the earth in its entirety, but
we are after details. AlthoiiKli we know so far with a consiJer
able degp.-e of accuracy what its mean density is, yet from it we
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Earthquakes and the Interior the of liarth Til

solidification, the earth consisted, to be that the increase of the
square of the density is proportional to the increase of pressure.

Now the phenomena of precession and nutation are dependent
upon the distribution of. the mass of the earth, i.e., upon the
moments of inertia about the polar and ecjuatorial axes. If we
compute the moments of inertia about these two axes we obtain
theconstant (C-.4)/C, where C and A are respectively the
moments of inertia about the polar and equatorial axes, we find

the value to be -00,327, or ^ . The moments of inertia of the

earth as ati ellipsoid about the principal axes are C = "'
t--' m

for the polar axis, and ,4 = ''' *
'' m for the two equatorial

axes. Takins; the earth as an oblate spheroid a -- b. hence

, =„ where*? = eccentricity.

As will be seen from the expression it is equal to the llatteii-

iuK or compres.sinu approximately I/- ', +'"' +*!,+ ... \

or to one half of the square of the eccentricity of the earth, and
as this latter quantity is known from the other data we find the
two to be fairly accordant, from which it might be inferred that

Laplace's hypothesis is verified. But it is necessary not to over-

look a very important point, and that is, that the density may
only to a degree be dependent upon pressure. The density not
only may, but very probably is, dependent largely in the depths
of the earth on inherent molecular aggregation ; and inste.id of

a homogeneity of material throughout the earth, subject only to

the respective pressures at different depths, we probably have to

deal with matter inherently of different specific gravity.

There is another phenomenon upon the earth which gives us
some clue as to the plasticity or rigidity of the earth, it is the
tides. Tidal action through the law of gravitation plays a very
important factor in the cosmos, but we can now occupy ourselves,

and that but very brieflj', only with our own planet. In all or
nearly all physical investigations the difficulty of absolute deter-
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It is HOW over a century since Etiler established that in any
mass-system the axis of free rotatio.i about the centre of Rravity
can only ren,ai„ fi«d in the system when it is coincident with
one of the pnncipal axes of inertia passing through the centre of
gravity. Moments of inertia for a solid are generally referred to
three prmc.pal axes passing through the centre of gravity for
one of then, the moment of inertia is a maximum, that is the
sununation of the products of every particle of ma^s by the
square of ,ts respective distance from that axis is a maximum-
for another, at right angles to the former, the nmnient of inertia
.sannnimum. The third axis is at right angles to the plane
contannngthe other two. In the ellipsoid the principal axes
would l.e coincident with its semi-diameters a,b.,. In the oblate
spheroid, a figure of revolution, one that is generally assumed in
the d,scu.ssion of the earth, the axes a and * of the ellipsoid
become equal, ,-..., ,he equator is a circle. As stated, Euler
showed the stability of the axis of free rotation only then obtains
when ,t coincides with one of the principal axes of inertia. Now
in the case of the earth whose shape is due to the very fact of
rotation, the principal axis of inertia with which the axis of
rotation must coincide to ensure stability must be the polar or
shorter one, the one for which the moment of inertia is a
maximum.

It may be remarked that for a sphere in which all the
diameters are equal, the moments of inertia about any axis
through the cei.tre are equal and hence the position of any axis
of rotation about the centre may be considered unstable, as the
slightest un.symmetrical displacement of mass would produce a
permanent change of the position of the rotation axis. Of course
the moment a spherical fluid sphere begin., to rotate about anv
axis, the sphere will through the influence of centrifugal force
begin to flatten, that is, the axis of rotation will shorten and tue
axes perpendicular thereto will lengthen. What shape the
sphere will take is strictly definable when its period of rotation
and the density of the fluid are known.
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above principal axis of e t Jhi^"
'"°""""' ="»"' "-
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"""""^ '° "'^ -^""'^ ^xed
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-r:^:e;:rrti::::v----^-:.t^;
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''i-^.P^-„,e„,of„,asLa',i,ra'";, „:°^'-^'' ^i'"P'-V from a
a-s of rotation and the principal x of

*""'" ''"''''"' "'-
of this ..-ergence means that' la"t„d '"T'

"""'' "" ''^"'^

-^--.othroughacyce:;— ::s:ir™'"
-^==:rl^.:-- --masoning

'feexamn.afon revealed that whatever
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the fluctuation of latitude, it was coiifinal to a fractional part of a
second of arc. The precessional effect uix,n the axis of tlie eartli

,

that is, the effect from external forces, the attractions of the
Moon and Sun, is to carry the ,«,le around the heavens in ahont
2f.,(X)0 years, the axis describiuR the surface of a cone whose
vertical angle is nearly 47°, heing twice the incl'nation of the
I>Iane of the equator to the plane of the ecliptic. We shall find
that this external influence upon the position of the axis of
rotation within the earth is very small, for the precessioual eilect
would be represented on the earth in litiear measure h^- the
Arctic circle, and this divided Ijy the number of days in a;,(KM)
years would give the circumference of the circle described by the
rotating axis, and this is found to be five and a half feet, which
IS equivalent for the radius in angular measure of (l"Ofl!), a ipian-
tity wholly in.recognizable by observation, so that one may
almost strictly say, that the position of the axis of rotation in the
earth is not influenced by the change of position in s|,ace.
However in a quite opposite uianner do the changes and distri-
bution of mass within the rotating body act. In this case the
change of position of the axis of rotation in the bodv is pre-
<lonnnant, while those in space are secondary and vanishingl,-
small. The following may therefore be almost rigorouslv stated,
that in consequence of the change of distribution of .nailer of ihe
rotating mass no perceptible change of the position in space of
the axis of rotation resnlls from a change in position of the axis
of rotation in the bodv.

Dr. Kiistner was the first to show, from his own observations
in Berlin, that the latitude had decreased ()"-2() from 1S,S4 to IKSo.
In KXa the subject of variation in latitude was taken up by the
International Geodetic Commission, and it has actively been
prosecuted ever since under the direction of Hehnert.

Since 1000 with similar instruments and methods contiiuious
observations have been made at the six international stations—
Gaithersburg, Cincinnati, Ukiah, Mi/usawa, Tschardjui and
Carlo Forte, all on or very near the parallel of 39- 0,'<'.
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Ihe ntj.f
";.'"","'" °'"">' ^ -' i"tin,a.ely a,.sociat«l with

.e p oof of ,l,e change of latitude is that of Chandler, who found
t at the_pen«l was „o, .TO -lays, accordiuR to Euler's theor,

,

is" 1 rV m'"
'"•'«^'"""' '» "i^ fi«' a„nouncen,ent in

8)1 Chandler e.amn,e.1 an enormo., amount of material, and

«^e fact of the wa,,der,ng of the pole was uot only clearly defined,
but also the var,a.,o„ of its period and amplitude can.e out with-out <,ues.,on, and an iusigh, was gained, as to the cause of this
-affltug phenomenon, as follows

: The observed variation of lati-

't^r!! I
«»""""' curve arising front two periodic fluctuations

superposed npou each other. The first of these, and in general
the mere considerable, has a period of about 427 days and a
-n...ampl,tude of about 0"..2. The second has a„ annual periodwth a range vanable between 0"04 and 0"-20duri„g the last half«nury .... As the resultant pf these two motions, the effective
var,a..on of latitude is subject to a sys.e.natic alterna.ioril, acyceof se.en years duration, resulting from the commeusura-
b.l,ty o the two tern,s. According as they conspire or interfere,
the total range varies between two-thirds of a .second, as a maxi-mum, tobn, a few hundredths of a second, generally speaking
as a minmium." "*

Now this deviation of 121 days front the theoretical value of.m da,., „ ,„„„,3,^,y bound up with the interior of the earthw,.h „s r,g,dity
: a.s already .stated the .%« days pertain to a per'fectly r,g,d earth. The investigation in this respect has led to

he eartl. to deformation ,» twice as great as that of steel as weknow ,t. We see then that the variation of latitude tells us.sometlung definite ab^ut the interior of the earth
Professor Turner in ..is " .lslra^,„i,am,sco.ery refers to theeffects of the wandering of the poles, and says that we should

that the httle cracks of tife earth's skin, which we call earth-quakes are n,ore numerous when these unbalanced vibrations areat the.r n,ax„n,„n
;
that is to .say, about once everv seven years •
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—'V, that earthquakes are in a measure clepemlent upon the
behavior of the axis of rotation. On the otlicr hand a few in-

vestigators believe the earthquakes are accountable, to some
degree, for the variation of the axis of rotation by tlie displace-

ment of mass within the earth. This rather extended reference
to the \iandtring of the pole within the earth is introduced to

show its connection with the interior of the earth, its rigidity,

its elasticity.

We now come to another source of evidence regarding '.he

interior of the earth, it is the principal one that we have for con-
sideration to-day.

IUKTHQt'AKK.S .VND THE InTKRIOK OV TIIK IJ.\RTn.—I,ct

ns tarry for a moment with the word wave as understoixl in

,ihysics. A wave is a vibration propagated from particle to

particle through a body or elastic medium. We may distinguish

different classes or types of wave.s : gravitational, as in water
;

longitudinal waves or waves of compression and dilatation, such
as manifested in sound

; and lastly transverse, as are manifested

in the propagation of light. It is certain that the hypocentre or
origin of earthquakes is not situate at any great depth compared
with the radius of the earth. From deductions based on direct

observation within the epicentre, or area within which destruction

takes place it appears that probably thirty miles is the very ex-
treme depth at which earthquakes occur. Hence the study of

the interior of the earth can not be made from any records

within the epicentral region , for the waves received there can not
come from or through any greater depth than that cf the In po-
centre which, as has been said, is within say thirty miles. It is

evident we must get farther and farther away to obtain greater

and greater depths for the path of those earthquake waves that

enable us to study the interior of the earth. Let us consider the

first impulse recorded by a number of seismographs or earthquake
instruments situate at varying distances of some thousands of

miles from the seat of disturbance. Each record would show an
abrupt and rapid oscillation. Let it be granted that the origin is

known and hence the distance along the surface of the earth and
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JiIoiiK tilt* tlitjnl to each statii 1 woulil be kliowi}. Xow hc <

dther assume the lime of the occurrence of the <,iKlke to be
known, OS is nearly always the case «hen the epicentre is in
inhabited regions, a, ,vos the case in San Francisco, Valparaiso,
iin.l KiiiKston, or «e may compute it indirectlv from the observed
times of arrival of the shock at the various stations. The former
issuniplion snils onr purpose better. Now .see what onr problem
looks like. It is .sonielhinK like this analogy : Many trains leave
Ottawa at the -nme time in different directions

; one arrives at
Halifax at a certain time, one in VVa.shingtcn, one at St. Louis
alKl one at \-ancouver. If «e ilivide the distance travelled l.v
each, by iis respective time consumed, we will get the avernge
speed or rale of propnhion. C.ranting the same motive power
the roiul that had the least resistance, the easiest grades would
show the highest speed. The distance travelled then combined
with the time gives us the avera(;e velocity. Now let us return
to our earlbiiuake record where we have given the accurate time
of transmission, for it is the difference between the time of the
actual occurrence of the quake and the time the shock arrives
With the distance our a priori knowledge is not so certain for we
may say that there are an infinite number of distances between
any two points upon the earth, it depends upon the path that the
particular wave, which has recorded itself, lias taken to reach us
from the origin. Torricelli tells us that ••nature abhors a
vacuum, •• and .similarly nature abhors the roundabout way but
follows the line of least resistance at band. Have yon ever
followtd a mountain stream and seen how it picks out the route
of greatest descent, being the easiest and quickest to get down to
the valley? Similarly must be the route of our first shock, or
preliminary tremors as they are technically called. Now we are
safe m assuming that there is .some law of increa.se of density, be
It due to pressure or molecular arrangement or both, as we go
down in the earth for a considerable depth anyway. This as-
sumption combined with our knowledge of the behavior of
diilerent solids of various den.sities for the propagation of waves
leads us to the conclusion that the path of the earthquake wave
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fif!.! lo arrive will not be oloiij; the Keonietricully shortest line

but nloiiK a line concave to the surface, the line along which the

pulsatiuns are most (|uickl>' transmitted. Hut even were we to

omit the assumption of any particular law for the increase of

density as we descend into the earth and treat the medium simply

ns isotropic we will Iw able to make the [mint that we have in

view. We will take theti tliat the particular wave travels alon>;

the chord, the shortest distance between the two points, (.?., of

oriRin and station, and this distance is accurately known, as is

Ibe time. We obtain then an incontrovertible average speed or

velocity of propagation of the pulsations. Now let us return to

the physical laboratory and see what information we can obtain

there lo enlijjhten our path and draw valid conclusions. We
find that the speed of propagation through various substances is

given, and further that the law of speed is expressed by :- . /' ''

V d'
i.e, . the velocity of a wave of compression and dilatation or rare-

faction in an i-sotropic medi m is etpial to the square root of the

elasticity of the medium divided by its density,—or we may say

that the velocity varies directly as the square root of the elasticity

and inversely as the square root of the density. Increase of

temperature also increases the velocity. It is generally accepted

that the first preliminary tremors are longitudinal waves, while

the ;iecond preliminary tremors are transverse, and the waves of

the principal portion are surface waves.

When we comjiare various si.'ismograms of the same quake,

having noted on each the various phases, it will be fomu! that

the time interval from the occurrence of the shock to the arrival

of the long-period waves is directly proportional to the arcual

distance from the epicentre. Or in\ersely, we find for that par-

ticular kind of wave that the time inlerv.ll is propctional only

to the respective arcual distances from the centre of disturbance,

and as the velocity is dei)endent upon the density of tlie medium,
the medium, we see, must Ije more or less uniform, m this respect,

which occurs only between two points when the path joining

them lies along the surface of the earth. Hence this form of
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«•««« ,„„„ W »urface «av„. Th. av.r„«c sp«d of llu-s.. wave.
>« 3'4 km, or 2 1 n,i|e, p,r «coii,l. For itwtmue in the S«ii
trancscr, cnlastrophc. il,.». wav^ionk nearly 17 niini.t.-, to reach
lis here, an nrcual <li,ianc-e of ;i.-,° <:, ,„ ,!,,.•«) kilometre,, velocitv
•If* km., hence to complete the circllit of the earth wonl.l take a
little more than ten times n« l.mK. or over two ami a half honrs

W hen, howev, r, we make comparison of the two phases of
the preliminary Ire, .rs. we note two imporlanl facts, the first is
that the tnne inter, J is not pro,x.rtional to the arcnal .listance'
a» It ,s for the above s„rf.nce waves; now, the natnral inference
wonl.1 be that the wave travels alon^ the cbor.l l*,„een the
liyiwentre an<l the place, and, of course, the chor.ls are not pro-
portional to the arcs which they s„bte„<l. On closer examination
o the records there will still be a sn.all ont.standinR difference
after making due allowance for the ratio of the chords, that is
the farther place show, the Krea,er velocity, or which come, to
the san.e thing, the time interval for the farther place is relative-
ly shorter than for the nearer place, allowing for difference of
distance along the chords. Strictly speaking these chord distan-
ce., are only applicable in an isotropic me.lium, in an a^ololropic
medium we would find the path concave to the surface of the
earth, which is really the condition which obtains. This further
speed we find attributable to the greater depth, and hence greater
density and elasticity of matter through which the waves reach-
ing the farther stations travel. From the relationship which we
have shown to e.sist between velocity, elasticity and density, and
from the observed fact that the velocity increases with the depth
o within c. rtain limits, it follows that the elasticitv must increasJ
faster with the depth than does the densitv. This then i, the
first fact that we note with reference to the first preli'minarv
tremors as interpreted from different seismograms. The second
IS that the interval l»„ween the first and second preliminarv
remors is not only not constant, but increases with the distance
from the hypocentre. This fact immediately differentiates the
na ure of the waves. It is evident and obvious that one kind of
pulsation ,s gaining on the other, otherwise the two recorded
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pllclmiuciiu would not Ijc uttlinK larllitr iiliJ fattlitr .ipart, xmA
we arrive at the conclinioii that we are ilealiiiK with twoilifTereiii

kiiuU of waves—with loMKitiidiiial ami transverse waves. It may
be opportune riKllt here tn ilraw a certain infereiue, after having
»ei:i the existence of transverse ivaves. While I-mKitiidinal

wavis, those of compression and dilatation, may l)e priipaKated
in a solid or flui I, the transverse waves ( those of distortion ) can
not lie propagated in c finid, taking the term in its ordinarv
acceptation. We must conclude therefore that in that sense of
fluidity we cannot s leak of the interior of the earth. The in-

leri>.r . f the earth is neither liipiid nor ijaseous, but solid. It is

to be bcrne in mind, and this point nniy we'l I .niplinsized, that
this is not a speculation, as so much hitherto \\:x; Iwcn about the
interior of the earth, but the direct evidence or hand-writinK of

nieiwuners who have travelled throURh the earth, and told us their

story on the scisnio,^rain. The scisnioijrauis are the RontKeu
rays of the interior of the earth.

Now, as you will .see from the diagram which I have con-
structed from available data for the San Francisco earthquake,
the increa.se of velocity with the depth is fairly well represented
by a straight line up to a depth of about one quarter of the earth's
ladius. The chord of this depth is subtended by an arc of about
US". It may be remarked that an arc of H:)" from Ottawa would
pa.s» close to Cairo, ICgypt ; Valparaiso, Chile ; and the northern
extremity of Japan. Beyond this depth there is no apparent in-

crease in the velocity. Up to this point the elasticity was
increasing faster than the density, but henceforth this relation-

ship does not obtain. It would appear as if we encountered
different conditions of matter.

It is founil that the velocity of the first preliminary tremors
increases from 7 km. per .second near the surface to nearly i:i k n.

at great depths, where it is approximately constant. Similarly

for the second preliminary tremors we have the velocity increas-

ing from 4 km. to 7 km. per second, depending upon the depth
of the path. The surface waves have an average velocity of
about 8"4 km. per second.
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K. I« fo„„.l (or » conipLt. inlerpr...ii„„ of il,r l,i«oKl,|.li, „f
llw «i?mograni. Wli.i. our iii.trumeiiiH arc made morr hiimI
ivr, when their lime-record i. improved, when „, .an a.nure
ourwlveH on varioiii* «i.nioKruni» o( Uie identit^ <>( t! t r«oril or
...le and the name inipul>e rrom the hypoceutre, »ay that every
•«L..»oKram con.idered .how. tlie iinpiil»- from the fir.l wave-
iront. then, from resultinm .)bKrvatlon equation. only will
tlie accurate prcpertie. of n.atter of the nuerior of the earth at
vnrion. .Jepthn he determined, but evntnallv ..l»o deviation,
therefrom on particular path.s along which the in.pul«» travel,
\m\ a. our riendulnm ohKivation. now ,,re mainly utiliml for
detecting deviation, from the theoretical va|,„. „f ^„,.i,j. . ,,,,

-hall \k able to differentiate velocities for the same di,ta.!ce' but
o^er different routes, i.e.. cominK from different hyiwcentres for
favorably situated station, along a mountain chain, the r.K.t.
of the mountains may re>eal their characteristic, th.n l.r other
methods have lieen inferred.

Seismoloxy has taken firm root au.l the outlook for the
future is bright, it hold, the key to unlock the contents of the
treasure vault Ixlow m, liartliquakes have already told us ,,,.icl,
of the interior of the earth and niiich more is in store.




